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STUDENT LEADERSHIP: PREFECT TRAINING

The International Day of Disabled Persons
aims to promote the rights and well-being
of people with disabilities in all spheres of
society. It reminds us that it will take
everyone pulling in the same direction to
create a society that is inclusive of those
people living with disability. As an
inclusive school, with inclusivity being one
of our school core values, we encourage
our students to be supportive and
understanding of those with disabilities
and treat them, as everyone, in the way
they would like to be treated.
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THIS WEEK'S ASSEMBLY:
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Nothing but the best

HOUSE COMPETITION:

Student leadership is important at Wellfield Academy to give our students the opportunity
to develop teamwork, communication and confidence. Prefects this week had some
additional training to enable them to aspire to perform this role to the best of their ability.
We are confident that the students in this position of responsibility will conduct their roles
with pride.

This week has has been the start of Year 11 practice exams. This is a crucial time for these
students in assessing what they know and how they need to move forward to progress. It is vital
that other students move around school in a calm and sensible manner to enable no disruption.
Thankyou to those students who have been supportive of this, and well done to the year 11s for
all their hard work so far.

To raise awareness of this really important theme Mr Fazal has led the assemblies this week
with the clear message that we are a school that is inclusive and kind and any disabled
people within our school and wider community should be treated with respect.

Mrs Cadman’s tutor group held their fun
lunch stalls this week to raise money for
the RSPCA, well done for all their hard
work. Miss Taylor’s tutor group are
selling tickets to win a Christmas
hamper and Mrs Taylor’s form are
selling reindeer hot chocolate. Well
done to all involved!


